She Had Her Identity Stolen. Twice.

Linda has become one of the many victims of identity theft. Unfortunately, it happened to her twice.

Here’s Her Story and Advice.

Once almost 30 years ago, when she worked for the Miami, Florida, court system, her wallet was stolen from her office. Weeks later she learned that the thief had not just stolen her cash and credit cards, they had stolen her identity. The thief got a fake drivers license in Ohio using Linda’s information.

“When I found out she had a drivers license, we called the DMV up there and they canceled it, but I don’t think she ever got arrested,” explained Linda, who fortunately worked for the court system. “It took me literally years to clear my name because of what she and her friends did. I was getting calls from bill collectors every single day. I didn’t want to go home sometimes.”

You have no idea what it’s like to have this happen to you. You don’t know where to turn you don’t know what to do. Trevor (at ID Watchdog) has taken care of so many things that I would have had to do, like calling the credit reporting companies.

ID Watchdog is checking EVERY LITTLE THING, any inquiry any change in my credit report anything I might not know how to resolve that is why am so happy to be with ID Watchdog.

– Linda O.
In September, 2015, it happened again. "My other identity theft protection provider called me because someone was trying to open a Victoria's Secret account in my name. Then it happened again, but this time it was somebody saying they were authorized to use my account, and I never got a call back. When I got a hold of this provider, I asked them why they didn't call, and their reply was, 'well we only call if they're trying to open an account. We can't stop everything.'"

"ID Watchdog is the only company that I feel is really watching out for me. Before I dealt with ID Watchdog, I felt like nobody was helping me, not even the police. I feel like the thief was being protected by everyone but no one was protecting me, until now."

Identity thieves know what they're doing. With Linda's information, the thieves hit her Macy's, Kohl's, and JCPenney accounts charging just below the $500 limit on those cards. Before she got ID Watchdog involved, she felt she needed to handle this on her own — despite having protection from another vendor. "You feel violated," she added. "I'm so glad that my husband signed us both up for ID Watchdog through his work."

Linda continues, "I tell everyone you need to have this because these people, I don't know how they get your information, but once they get it they put it on the internet and sell it to the highest bidder. You don't know what these people can do. I do, but somebody who hasn't had it happen to them yet is going to get blindsided. That's why I'm telling every person I know about ID Watchdog."